
backfront

Specications:

The waterproof vest will always be
orange with grey, with logo «rompetrol» on 
grey background.

Waterproof vest fabric: cotton 
Main seams are all triple-stitched
for extra strength.
2 exterior hand pockets;
Reectorized stripe:
For safety purposes, the reectorized 
stripe must be added on the vest  and
this should be produced in a 
high-visibility color ( currently uorescent ).

GAS STATION UNIFORMS
Waterproof Vest women / men  

CLOTHING
6.2.32
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reectorized stripe

Colors of use

PANTONE 137
CMYK
0/35/90/0
RGB
255/166/25

PANTONE 7540
CMYK
0/0/0/70
RGB
77/77/77



Specications:

The waterproof vest will always be
orange with grey, with logo «rompetrol» on 
grey background.

Waterproof vest fabric: cotton
Main seams are all triple-stitched
for extra strength.
2 exterior hand pockets;
and the badge transparent plastic pocket
with velcro imployees names.
Reectorized stripe:
For safety purposes the reectorized 
stripes must be added on the jacket 
and they should be produced in a 
high-visibility color ( currently uorescent ).

Colors of use

GAS STATION UNIFORMS
Waterproof Jacket / Dettachable Sleeves / women / men  

CLOTHING
6.2.33

67

backfront

reectorized stripe

PANTONE 137
CMYK
0/35/90/0
RGB
255/166/25

PANTONE 7540
CMYK
0/0/0/70
RGB
77/77/77

John Doe
Operator



backfront

Specications:

The pants will always be
dark grey. 
Side Pockets: orange
Right side Knee Pocket dark grey.
Pants fabric: cotton  ( many advantages 
as it is a natural ber that breathes well)

                   

GAS STATION UNIFORMS
Pants men

CLOTHING
6.2.28

Colors of use
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PANTONE 7540
CMYK
0/0/0/70
RGB
77/77/77

PANTONE 137
CMYK
0/35/90/0
RGB
255/166/25



Specications:

The Tshirt will be orange, with vertical 
or horizontal logo 
The graphic symbol should be applied
on the shirt pocket

T shirt fabric: cotton  ( many 
advantages as it is a natural ber that 
breathes well)

backfront

Colors of use

CLOTHING 
CORPORATE SPORTS WEAR
Tshirts women / men

6.2.7

41

PANTONE 137
CMYK
0/35/90/0
RGB
255/166/25



GAS STATION UNIFORMS
Caps Women / Men

Colors of use

CLOTHING
6.2.36

right side left side

Specications:

Option A
The Cap will always be orange 
with horizontal logo « rompetrol »
on orange  background.
The logo is necessary to have
white sewing around, in order to 
be visible.

Fabric:
cotton  ( many advantages as it is 
a natural ber that breathes well)

option A
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PANTONE WHITE
CMYK
0/0/0/0
RGB
255/255/255

PANTONE 137
CMYK
0/35/90/0
RGB
255/166/25
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